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Freight Costs Making the Headlines

“The rise in freight costs had a net 
effect of about 14 cents per share 
for the quarter, with a full-year 
estimated impact of roughly $250 
million, up from the first-quarter 
estimate of $200 million, Tyson Chief 
Executive Tom Hayes said on a 
conference call.”

Source: Reuters article, May 7, 2018
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Demand > Capacity = Pricing Power

Source: Cass Freight Index Report, May 2018

The Market is Starting to Add Capacity...

… but current Supply-Demand imbalance expected to last through 2019
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Diesel Prices on the Rise T00

~ 30% Y-o-Y Increase

Source: U.S. Department of Energy

Finding the Perfect Balance

Time: Shorter, more reliable 
time-windows

Quality: Manage the end-
customer experience

Money: Do it PROFITABLY
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Past Performance No Guarantee of Future Results

Marshall Goldsmith’s bestseller is 
about how successful people can 
become even more successful.

The same can be said of companies 
and their supply chain networks, 
processes, and technologies.

Cost Center Perspective Still Prevails

Adelante SCM poll, September 2017

… but ‘Competitive Weapon’ perspective gaining ground
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Leaders Focusing Beyond Cost

Adelante SCM/BluJay Solutions survey, April 2018

Leaders are focusing 
on competing on 

Customer Experience 

Unlearn “I Win, You Lose” Approach to 
Business Relationships

“In today’s rapidly evolving world, 
business relationships based on an 
outdated “win-lose” mentality won’t 
withstand a market that demands 
constant change and adaptation.

“Only by focusing on ‘win-win’ 
relationships can companies drive 
innovation and increase their 
competitive edge.”
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Leverage Knowledge & Expertise of LSP Partners 

According to the 2017 Third Party Logistics Study, 73% of the shipper 
respondents indicated the meaningful involvement of 3PLs in processes 
relating to supply chain transformation, with 9% suggesting very 
significant involvement, 28% significant involvement and 36% advisory.  

“Users and providers agreed that 3PLs could be of assistance with their 
3PL industry knowledge, supply chain experience and shipper industry 
knowledge.” 

LSP vs. Shipper Perspective

Adelante SCM Poll, September  2017
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Trends to Watch

1. Real-time Freight Visibility
2. Control Tower 
3. Blockchain
4. Last Mile

Value of Real-Time Freight Visibility

Source:  MacroPoint

Visibility enables proactive action: to reschedule, resequence, or 
reroute pickups or deliveries, and to proactively notify customers of 
delays and updated Estimated Times of Arrival (ETAs), which gives 
them time to readjust plans and reallocate resources.

Visibility Enables “Manage by Exception”: enables companies to 
focus time and resources on what’s not occurring to plan in order to 
proactively resolve or minimize their impact.

Visibility Enables Faster Procure-to-Pay and Order-to-Cash 
processes: for example, you can leverage Electronic Proof of Delivery 
(ePOD) and geofencing to initiate invoicing and payment process.  
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Next Frontier: Freight/Capacity Matching

By integrating with TMS systems and 
applying freight matching and predictive 
algorithms, along with business rules, 
brokers and shippers can match 
available loads with capacity much 
further in advance and more efficiently.

Source: Trucker Tools

Control Towers: Visibility, Optimization, 
Collaboration

Leading solutions go beyond providing visibility to shipments 
and assets; they also enable visibility to orders and stock 
keeping units (SKUs), and they incorporate optimization 
capabilities (to re-plan when exceptions occur) and 
collaboration capabilities (to facilitate communication and the 
exchange of data and information between trading partners).

Leading solutions are also starting to embed machine 
learning capabilities and leverage a broader set of data 
sources -- including weather, traffic, location, and social 
networking -- to enable predictive capabilities, especially 
around determining more accurate Estimated Times of Arrival.

Source: SupplyChainBeyond
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Blockchain in SCM: Where Are We Today?
▪ Still in very early stages: lack of standards and 

questions about scalability are current hurdles.

▪ Blockchain in Transportation Alliance (BiTA) 
working on creating blockchain standards for 
the industry.

▪ Over 300 companies, including TMS vendors 
and logistics service providers, have applied 
for BiTA membership.

▪ Blockchain technology being pilot tested in 
various supply chain applications, including for 
financial settlement, customs management, 
and industries where chain of custody 
assurance is most critical (e.g., Food, Pharma)

Last-Mile Delivery: New BattleGround

● Increased demand for 
Parcel, Fleet Management, 
and Mobile capabilities

● Integration with local 
couriers, as well as “new” 
modes such as Deliv

● Need to measure and 
manage end-customer 
delivery experience
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Important Questions to Consider

↗Are you a “Shipper of Choice” for carriers?
↗Is your distribution/fulfillment network outdated? 
↗Are you still using spreadsheets and fax machines to 

manage your operations?
↗Are you shipping a lot of air? 
↗Are you still taking a siloed approach to 

transportation procurement and optimization?
↗How quickly and accurately can you answer “Where’s 

my order/shipment?” and “How much did we spend 
on transportation today?”

↗Is now the time to “Walk the Talk” on collaboration?

Open Mic: Your Questions
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Thank You!

Adrian Gonzalez
President

Adelante SCM
617.529.9639

adrian@adelantescm.com

www.talkinglogistics.com


